PROMPT

PURPOSE
   Specifies that after the execution of a command is completed, a prompt character will appear as an indication to the analyst to enter another command.

DESCRIPTION
   Some operating systems may print a system prompt after a DATAPLOT command completes. In this case, it may be convenient to turn off the DATAPLOT prompt. Otherwise, it is normal to leave the DATAPLOT prompt on.

SYNTAX
   PROMPT <ON or OFF>
   where ON specifies that the prompt will appear after subsequent commands while OFF specifies that it will not.

EXAMPLES
   PROMPT ON
   PROMPT OFF
   PROMPT

NOTE
   The PROMPT command with no arguments is equivalent to PROMPT ON.

DEFAULT
   At sign-on, the default is a prompt (i.e., ON).

SYNONYMS
   None

RELATED COMMANDS
   ECHO = Allows or suppresses command echoing.
   FEEDBACK = Allows or suppresses feedback messages.
   PRINTING = Allows or suppresses analysis output.

APPLICATIONS
   Interactive convenience

IMPLEMENTATION DATE
   Pre-1987